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Abstract—With the rise in interest in the field of Grid and
Cloud computing, it is becoming increasingly necessary for
the Grid to be easily maintained. This maintenance includes
security of the Grid network, maintenance Grid servers, and
identification of trends. Creating a web management portal
that allows this easy management and trend identification
will greatly simply these tasks for old administrators as well
as reduce required prior knowledge for new administrators.
This web management portal, combined with an artificial
intelligence, will also allow rapid response to security threats
from administrators, allowing them to identify problems and
respond quickly.
Index Terms—Grid Computing, Management, Security

I. I NTRODUCTION
RID computing has evolved considerably since its first
inception in 1994.[1] However there currently exists no
easily extensible graphical management tool for Grid servers,
and this makes easy maintenance and observation of trends
on Grid servers very difficult. Given that maintenance of
the Grid servers is a vital part of keeping a Grid Computing
service running, it is vital that the system administrators have
a way of making sure the system is operating correctly.
This paper provides a brief outline of the research to be
conducted. It then goes on to describe the expected outcomes
and results of the research along with the chosen approach.
The focus of the paper is creating a graphical management
tool for the Grid environment.
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2) It uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and
interfaces ... A Grid is built from multi-purpose protocols and interfaces that address such fundamental
issues as authentication, authorisation, resource discovery, and resource access. It is important that these protocols and interfaces be standard and open; otherwise
we are dealing with an application-specific system.
3) It delivers nontrivial qualities of service ... A Grid
allows its constituent resources to be used in a coordinated fashion to deliver various qualities of service,
relating for example to response time, throughput, availability, and security, and/or co-allocation of multiple
resource types to meet complex user demands, so
that the utility of the combined system is significantly
greater than that of the sum of its parts.
III. E ND -P RODUCT
A. Expected End-Product
The base expected end-product of project is an extensible
Grid web management portal. This web portal should also
include the ability to observe trends on the Grid, as well as
manage Grid settings to improve efficiency. On top of this,
a trend system may be placed with an artificial intelligence
system to allow for real-time automatic optimisation of Grid
settings, thus allowing the Grid to work constantly at peak
efficiency.

II. BACKGROUND
The term “Grid" has its origin in the comparison of cluster
computing technology to the electricity “Power Grid" [2],
[3]. Following on from this comparison it was suggested
that the grid architecture should make obtaining resources as
simple as obtaining electricity from a power socket. However
in the early days of Grid computing there was much debate,
and many proposed definitions, of what was and was not a
Grid. [4], [1]
Foster in 2002 [4] drew up a checklist for classification of
Grid systems:
1) It coordinates resources that are not subject to centralised control ... A Grid integrates and coordinates
resources and users that live within different control
domains. For example, the user’s desktop vs. central
computing; different administrative units of the same
company; or different companies; and addresses the
issues of security, policy, payment, membership, and
so forth that arise in these settings. Otherwise, we are
dealing with a local management system.
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B. End-product Requirements
The web portal should be modularly designed, with each
module providing an overview of what is happening on the
Grid with respect to its Grid metric.
The web portal should allow an administrator to perform
administrative and management tasks, and thus a test of
whether the web portal can successfully perform a series
of tasks correctly should be devised. Since the web portal is
designed to be an administration base, it is expected that all
tests conducted in this category will pass.
The web portal should make it easy to identify trends and
thus usage tests of how well the interface shows off trends
should be conducted. It is expected that given certain metrics,
it may be difficult to identify trends against background noise
and thus some metric modules may fail the tests devised.
Given that trends can be identified for a specified metric
module, results can be extracted as to how well it can identify
a known simulated trend with and without background noise.
Generic results and statistics should also be able to be
extracted from the Grid via the web portal giving the
administrator access to basic and advanced statistics about
what is going on within the Grid server and network, for
example network load on a single server.

C. Research Goal
The end-product web portal should be evaluated against
all the tests described above to determine whether it can
successfully show that a web management portal can help
Grid administrators secure, manage and adapt their Grid to
suit its usage and needs.
IV. R ESEARCH A PPROACH
The foundation of the research requires a good understanding of all Grid and related technologies including Networking, DNS, CA Certification and Signing, and Remote
Processing. Once this knowledge has been gained a Grid
middleware can be selected and language for the development of the interface can be chosen. Some available Grid
middlewares are: MiG, NorduGrid, gLite.
To start with a basic extensible interface should be implemented showing statistics of the running server. This
can then be extended to log data and show graphs, thus
allowing trend information to be analysed. The logged data
can be fed into an ‘intelligent’ system that will attempt
identify patterns within the data and output these patterns
back to the interface, thus allowing the server administrators
to understand what is happening on their server and act if
necessary.
Given the ‘intelligent’ system can identify trends, the
implementation will be extended to automatically deal with
this trend data and change server settings or network flow as
necessary to improve the Grid service. This should automatic
trend interface will then be tested and results noted on how
well it performed Grid service optimisation.
V. R ESEARCH D ESIGN
The research will be conducted by using Python with
Apache and mod_wsgi to create the Web Management Portal,
and using the Minimum Intrusion Grid[5] as the Grid server
back-end.
A. Python
Python is an interpreted, interactive, cross-platform, dynamic object-oriented language, very-high-level programming language (VHLL) that provides strong integration and
support when combined with other languages. Python is
simpler, faster to process, and more regular than classic highlevel languages. Python also comes with an extensive set
of standard libraries, providing basic functionality in many
areas by simply using and including the correct library.
Python is stated as boasting a multitude of features, such
as: exception-based error handling; high portability; full
modularity; supporting hierarchical packages; intuitive object
orientation; very clear, readable syntax; very high level
dynamic data types. [6], [7]
B. mod_wsgi
The Web Server Gateway Interface, or WSGI for short,
is a unification of the application programming interface. [8]
This means that a WSGI application can be deployed on any
gateway interface that supports WSGI wrappers. The Python
standard library contains its own WSGI server, wsgiref,
which is a small web server that can be used for testing. Since
WSGI applications are backwards compatible with standard
cgi, a WSGI application can run on any Apache server with
mod_python, FastCGI or mod_wsgi installed. [9]

Mod_wsgi is a simple to use Apache extension module
that can host any Python application which supports the
Python WSGI interface. Mod_wsgi has two primary modes
of operation: embedded mode and daemon mode. Embedded
mode works in a similar way to mod_python, executing
the Python application within the within the context of
the normal Apache child processes. Whereas daemon mode
works similarly to FASTCGI solutions, spawning a separate
process to handle each Python application. For security and
stability reasons it is suggested to use daemon mode rather
than the embedded mode, as embedded mode may allow
an attacker to gain access to Apache child processes. Best
performance can be achieved using the embedded mode, but
it requires careful configuration of the Apache MPM settings
away from the default of serving static media and PHP hosted
applications. [9], [8]
The mod_wsgi module is written in C code directly against
the internal Apache and Python application programming interfaces; this means that it has a lower memory overhead and
performs better than existing WSGI adapters for mod_python
or alternative FASTCGI/SCGI/CGI solutions when hosting
WSGI applications. [9]
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Given the above can be successfully created, the prior
knowledge and understanding requirements for administrators of the Grid will be significantly reduced. The information available to administrators will also have been significantly increased, allowing them to make better decisions
with respect to the Grid structure, network, and utilisation.
The trend information gathered can be used to train
the artificial intelligence to recognise events and respond
appropriately. The efficiency of this system will be tested
by training the artificial intelligence and observing how well
it identifies problematic events and if the suggested course
of action is correct.
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